
Reportage: Writing Skills 1

Reporting is just a genre of writing,

alongside essays and stories and bloggers most certainly fall into 

that genre. When they talk about reporting on a show like frontline, they 

mean the process a reporter goes through.

1. Interviews, research

2. Assemble a story

3. Fact-checking and editing

4. publishing



TYPES OF REPORTING2

⚫General reporting

⚫Political reporting

⚫Environment reporting

⚫Religious reporting

⚫Speech reporting

⚫Cultural reporting

⚫Sports reporting

⚫Parliament reporting

⚫Court/Crime reporting

⚫War reporting

⚫Investigative reporting



General reporting 3

Reporting means gathering facts and presenting them
objectively with ail news writing skills. It is an active,
creative,long and tough process of news,gathering,ideas
and opinion collection,fact finding in order to serve the
general public by informing them and enabling them to
make judgement of the issues of the time.

The reporter either he/ she is general assignment 
reporter,beat repoter or specialized reporter wants to know 
at all cost,what is going on and why,what has happened 
and why and who is invoveld in what manner.He/she 
reporters it to satisfy the curiosity of the public by giving due 
coverage to 5w`s&1H which the people want to know.



GENERALLY TH E COVERAGE OF A PO LITICAL CAMPAIGN,  

PO LITICAL PERSONALITY IS NOT SU FFIC IENT. MUCH TIME

AND COV ERAGE NEEDS TO BE GIVEN IN FOLLOWING A 

CANDIDATE AROUND AND LISTENIN G TO TH E PO LITICAL

SPEECHES OVER AND OVER AGAIN . MOST OF THE

POLITICAL REPORTERS TIME IS SPENT WHILE COVERING  

TH E PU RELY PO LITICAL ASPECTS OF GOVERNMENT AND  

PERSONALIT IES WHO RUN TH E GOVERNM EN T . HE / SH E  

GOES BENEATH TH E SU RFACEOF ROUTINE PO LITICAL

EVENTS AND COM ES UP WITH STO RIES OF GREAT

IMPORTANCE.FOR POLITICAL REPORTING THE BROA D

KNOWLEDGE OF ELECTION LAWS, SYSTEM AND

ORGANIZATIONAL SETUP OF DIFFERENT POLITICAL  

PARTIES, PO LITICAL ORGANIZATION, PRE -CAM PAIGN

ACTIV ITES , CAMPAIGN , ELECTIO N PRACTIES, PO LLING  

LAWS AND TECHNIQUES AND WAY OF RESULT COVERAGE  

AND THEIR PROPER INTERPRETATION ARE REQUIRED BY  

TH E PO LIT ICAL REPO RTER HE / SH E HAS TO INTERVIEW

CANDIDATES,WRITE BIOGRAPHICAL SK ETCHES AND

EVA LUATE TH E CANDIDATES PO SITION ON MAJOR ISSUES  

DURING A PO LITICAL CAMPA IGN.
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ENVIRONMENT REPORTING
5

The environment affects everyday 

life.people sensitive about it demand the due 

coverage of environment and the factors 

causing pollution etc.therefore the 

environment reporting can become a 

human service reporting.



Religious news are also part of the newspaper 

contents.It is one of the most sensitive beats and 

demands great care and responsibility on the part
of the reporter covering various religious 

events.However impartiality is the only effective 

means to deal with this beat.The reporter has to 

report in fair, factual,impartial and unbiased way 

and maintain objectivity.A reporter has to be 

cautious in religious reporting and should always 

keep in view the highly sensitive nature of religious 

ideolegies,conflicts and controversies.
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SPEECH REPORTING

 Speeches are the basis for sound stories 
published daily in the press.All those 
speeches talking place from time to time in 
the city are important to the participants but 
few are worthy of news coverage.Advance 
stories are also being written about 
speeches through which the readers are 
informed about the person to be delivering 
the speech,venue and topic etc.the 
reporter in speech reporting must be well 
aware of the ways of covering an event and 
how to get,write,arrange and structure the 
facts of speech in a news form.The 
additional information can be gathered at 
the end of the speech or to clarify some
points which is a good practice.
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Cultural

reporting

 Cultural reporting requires a reporter to cover not
only individuals. i.e. artist,craftsmen etc.but also to
cover different cultural organisations,institutions
and other events by upholding public interest.The
cultural reporter is actually a cultural promoter.The
reporter has a great responsibility to stimulate
interest and participation in various cultural
functions.When actually covering culture it is
preferable to visit the pretty of cultural activity
personally.The cultural news story writing style and 
contents must be based on 
information,entertainment and of general public 
interest.Music world cinema,theatre,television-
literature,fairs etc.has great newsworthy material of 
public interest.
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Sports

reporting
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Sports reporting coverage remains the life blood of 

most sports pages.More opinions and news analyse 

appear on these pages.Sports reports are read 

mostly due to their contents and style.Sports 

reporter should take into account all the

compulsory elements of the sports news item while

reporting a news event.Sports reporting require 

qualities of background knowledge about games

and their rules and regulations.The performance of

the teams should be covered fairly.Impartially and 

in an unbiased way.For an important sports event,an 

advance story,a straight story,similarly 

background,prediction,follow up types of stories 

may be used.



Parliament and its proceeding have always been  the  main  interest  of 

newspaper readers.Parliamentary reporting offers opportunities to the reporter 

to conduct first hand study of the practical working 

procedure,responsibilities,role and functions of parliament their 

members,differentofficials,the offices which they hold and their biographies 

besides the working of government.He/she remains in touch with the 

parlimentarians who may become an  important source  of  news.In 

parliamentary reporting all the techniques,proceedings and requirements of 

political and court reporting are invoveld because it is highly technical and 

sensitive.It needs professional skills and there are chances that even an 

experienced reporter may ministerpret the arguments and the proceedings.A 

parliamentaryreporter should bewell acquainted with the legislative prodedure 

in both the houses of parliament and could write reports of adjournment and 

privilege motions,as well as of questions hour,tea break discussions on private 

dealings bills and proceedings of the senate.
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Court/Crime reporting 11

Reporting crime news can be a demanding task 
and at times,if properly done,it even amounts to 

public service that perhaps can even be 
deterrent to certain types of crimes.However 
crime news reporting needs technical care on 
the part of reporter while covering his beat.A 
crime reporter should know what is meant by 
crime.The length the headline size and lead 

formation of a court/crime story is determined 
by the seriousness of the crime and court 

proceedings.



War reporting 12
The coverage of war imposes major responsibilities on

reporters.On the one hand,they must exercise the

greatest care not to spread rumours and on the other

hand,they must expose themselves to danger if

necessary to determine the magnitude of war event.But

whatever they do.They must always be conscious that

careless war reporting can cause untold harm in a tense

situation.The greatest care must be taken in reporting

killings,injuries,prisoners,property loss and the area

captured etc.the kind of weapons being used in the war

can also be reported.The cause of war,beginning of

war,,major areas of war and who is at fault must be

covered in war reporting.The fundamental precautions

regarding war should be followed.Different news story

types can be used in war reporting to give full coverage



Investigative reporting 13

In which reporters deeply investigative a single 

topic of interest such as serious 

crimes,political corruption,or corporate 

wrongdoing an investigative journalist may 

spend months or years researching and 

preparing a report.Investigative journalism is a 

primary source of information.Most 

investigative journalism is conducted by 

newspaper,wireservices,and freelance 

journalist.Pracitioners sometimes use the term

`accountability reporting`.
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 Write a report on Online Classes
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